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If you've been working from home and strictly adhere to quarantine guidelines, it may have been weeks since you've driven the car. No one really knows how long it's going to take us to get back to normal - or what that's going to look like. But one thing we do know is that your car still needs attention as long as it's in place. So even if they might not lead and get out of work or take
their kids to their activities, that doesn't mean they should neglect one of their biggest investments. We'll tell you what you need to do to keep the car in top shape. First of all, you have to get out and drive. Consumer Reports recommends driving your car at least once a week for at least 20 minutes. This helps keep the battery in good condition, prevents rust from building up the
brakes and calibres by grabbing it up and getting gas, oil and other fluids flowing. Speaking of gas, you can go bad if it is too long - usually about 30 days or more. At this point, rubber gum deposits can develop, and ethanol in the mixture begins to draw water from the atmosphere into the tank. Fuel stabilizers can prevent this, but they're designed to pour into the tank before the
car won't be driven for a long time. So assuming you didn't give me a fuel stabilizer for your gas months ago, you're going to have to drive your car to burn the gas. Then fill the tank with fresh fuel - it's a record low price, so it's a plus. And then don't forget to wash your hands. While the car is parked and cold, check the oil to see if it's low or dirty. The user manual will help you find
the dipstick and identify the markings to determine the appropriate oil level. It's ok to postpone the oil change slightly, but it still might be safe, as it's considered an essential service in most states. Some stores also allow you to continue in the car during the oil change; call in advance to find this shop offering it. You should also check your tires regularly anyway, and even more so
if you don't drive the car much (if at all). This is because the tires may lose pressure or end up with flat spots sitting for too long. If the tires need to be replaced, look for a shop that maintains social delimiter procedures, or better yet, a tire installer that comes to you. If you don't run into major engine problems, mechanics are also considered essential services in most states, so
you can have your car repaired. Just be sure to wipe the car's interior surfaces once you pick it up. Consumer Reports has published guidelines on how to do this for the safety of the car. And according to Consumer Reports, AAA still provides roadside assistance in case of emergency and implement social delimitation protocols for such incidents. If letting your car supply slip in
the wake of all this confusion, it's probably fine – it takes more than a few or even a few months of occasional neglect can seriously damage otherwise well maintained maintenance However, a little attention now will go a long way to regaining mobility once quarantine ends. When L.M. Montgomery wrote, I'm so glad I live in a world where October is anne of green gables, she
noted the pleasurable complexity of the month that so often watered down into a one-dimensional celebration of pumpkin spice. Although we like a good latte, we know there's more to it in October. Around the world, October presents the complexity in countless ways. In the southern hemisphere, the month marks the beginning of spring in places like Australia and New Zealand,
where snow melts to reveal yellow daffodils. In Asia, this is when seasonal rain stops moisturizing the lush, green land. Throughout the northern hemisphere, warm-colored foliage marks the beginning of autumn. No matter what you want to experience, chances of October offering you're looking somewhere in the world. This makes the month of prime time travel. October is often
overlooked as a holiday month since many people focus on summer. How many times have we faced crowds, relentless heat and peak seasonal prices to fit on a trip in July? Traveling is a great way to stretch yourself, but it can also be enjoyable. To showcase the variety of destinations ideal to visit at this time of year, we found the 15 best places to travel in October. The
pumpkin spice latte will probably taste better with your passport in hand anyway. Sara Winter/Getty Images While it may be famous for its tea parties, lobster, and clam chowder, New England is also known as one of the best areas on the East Coast of the United States to experience falls in foliage. Whether you're choosing Maine's Acadia National Park or the Vermont
countryside, where you can pick up fresh maple syrup, experience a traditional fall and find an excuse to try out the new scarf and boots. Vi Ngoc Minh Khue/Getty Images October in Vietnam marks the dry season, so you can explore without falling out, especially if you travel to northern cities like Hanoi. There, the weather reflects that of a typical drop in cooler temperatures and
leaves changing yellow. Bukki88/Getty Images All roads lead to Rome, especially in summer. That's why you have to wait until October. Not only will you experience lighter crowds in the best Instagram places, such as the Trevi Fountain and colosseum, but you'll still get warmth without the unbearable dry heat of the summer months. Corina Cohen/Getty Images While it may be
raining in North America, October marks the spring season in Australia. Crisp air awaits you with traditional favourites like Sydney and Melbourne or trendy wine-producing Adelaide. Whether you decide to hit the beach or sip wine, you'll probably find during spring that differs from the home weather. Zhuzhu/Getty Images Travel the Land of William Wallace in October is an ideal
opportunity to see the vibrant foliage and National Historical Landmarks before they are November in the winter months. While rain is not uncommon in October in Scotland, it adds to the charm. What better time to drink tea shortbread or go for the heavy Haggis Scotch combo? Sean Pavone/Getty Images Perhaps the least discovered Asian capital of their counterparts, Taipei is a
mixture of old Taoist temples, new skyscrapers, and flashy shopping malls. In October, the oppressive humidity eases to serve up clear skies, so you can take to the modern metropolis while enjoying fried squid with a stick and cheap street beer. Trace Rouda/Getty Images While the argument is that it's always a good time to visit california's wine country, taking a trip to Napa in
October is ideal to experience the harvest season. If you want to attend more than just wine tasting, you can also join in picking the grapes and smashing them during the vintage season. Andrea Garcia M/Getty Images The oppressive heat that caused most madrileños to head ashore in August has gone, but flamenco dancing and late-night dinners are still on. Enjoy rooftop tapas
or hunting through el rastro market without sweating. Crossing Light/Getty Images Known for its safari, Botswana begins to warm up in October, making it less popular with tourists, but better at catch glimpses of elephants, rhinos, and crocodiles. Who knows? You might catch a royal sighting. Grace Thang/Getty Images Catch the tail at the end of the ski season on an October trip
to Queenstown. Until early October, the area's ski slopes remain open, so you can go skiing and golfing, cycling or hiking in the afternoons. Alternatively, the 45-minute walking tour takes you to Glenorchy, one of New Zealand's World Heritage Sites. The lush natural area is also known as Middle Earth by the Lord of the Rings. Sjlayne/Getty Images Albuquerque is known for its
stunning high desert landscapes, but in October, the countryside is filled with colorful hot air balloons from the International Balloon Fiesta. Get up early and grab a morning burrito before sunrise to experience the balloon lit, illuminating the mass launch against the night sky. Ademyan/Getty Images Gone is the summer crowd and rain. The festive buzz is still just around the corner,
making it the perfect pocket of time to embrace the aloha lifestyle. Head to Kauai for secret swimming holes or Oahu to surf and eat the highest fare. If the beach calls, consider Maui, its 30 miles from the coastline. DC Colombia/Getty Images If you plan a trip to Mexico City towards the end of the month, you can experience Día de los Muertos, or Day of the Dead. The traditional
commemoration honors the lives of loved ones of the deceased and dates back to Azts. Experience the richly colorful altars made to remember friends and family members or catch the parade. Ben1183/Getty Images Whether for art, wine or natural scenery, Cape Town awaits you with warm spring temperatures in October. Settled before the Atlantic ocean meets the Indian
Ocean The city is located a boat ride from the Table Mountain cable car and Robben Island, where Nelson Mandela was imprisoned before it became a museum. Aivolie/Getty Images Visiting Petra, one of the new seven wonders of the world, may be on the bucket list, and Jordan sees enough sunny days in October to still light the rock, which Petra's signature turned red. In
addition to Petra, Jordan boasts many spectacular sights and experiences, such as swimming in the Red Sea, spending the night in a Bedouin camp, or into the valley of the moon, also known as Wadi Rumba, a camel. Camel.
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